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Abstract 
According to today's Dictionary of the Albanian language, loanwords are the words or other linguistic units that are 
taken from another language and used in native language. Continuous contacts of the Albanian people, with other 
peoples have left their mark in our language, especially in the lexicon. The lexicon of Albanian language has 
loanwords from Ancient and Modern Greek, from Latin, from Turkish and later on from Italian, the Balkan Slavic 
languages etc.. Geographic factors (many conquests, proximity to other countries), the subsequent globalization (the 
spread of scientific terms, technical and new words) is factors that have contributed to the spread of loanwords and 
their incorporation into the Albanian language vocabulary. In the vocabulary of Albanian language there is a 
substantial number of words form Turkish sources. (Contacts between Albanian and Turkish have lasted for more 
than five centuries. They have already started in the second half of the fourteenth century and have become intense 
after the Turkish invasion in Albania. The objective of this paper is to outline the impact of Turkish language into 
Albanian language, through Turkish linguistic borrowings, which have entered in Albanian language vocabulary in 
different periods. We also aim to identify Turkish lexemes that have been used and continue to be used in the 
Albanian language, and their replacement with words from the Albanian dictionary. Turkish has exerted much 
influence on the Albanian language, especially in the vocabulary, leaving intact the phonetic system and the 
structure of Albanian, except of the penetration of some Turkish suffixes. Even so, Albanian language has 
succeeded to maintain its authenticity. Nevertheless, efforts to clearing the Albanian language vocabulary from 
foreign words in general and Turkish loanwords especially, have started since the time of the conquests and continue 
until today in a struggle to keep our language's uniqueness. 
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1. Introduction 
Albanian language, in addition to foreign elements which it has inherited from her “mother" language, Illyrian, it 
has many loanwords from languages with which it has had historical relations. Quote here loanwords from middle 
Greek and new borrowings from the late Latin and Romance languages, Slavic borrowings and Turkish ones, which 
will be the focus in this paper. 
Linguistic borrowings have penetrated in Albanian after the VI century, in the period when the process of passing 
from Albanian into Illyrian language took place. Turkish linguistic borrowings have undergone the regular evolution 
of the Albania phonetic system and grammatical structure operating in Albanian at the time of their penetration into 
it. 
In Albanian language vocabulary, there are a significant number of words from Turkish sources. These words have 
penetrated into Albanian through its Turkish contacts, which have lasted more than five centuries. 
1. Historical contacts of Albanians and Albanian language with Turks and Turkish language 
The first contacts between Albanians and Turks, started in XIII-XIV century, when the Turkish troops did not left 
Balkan and Albania. Turks during their centennial reign in Albania exercised a multifaceted impact on Albanian 
people. As bearers of oriental culture and lifestyle, they brought with them even a lot of elements of that culture and 
lifestyle beside feudalism system. 
The most intensive period of Turkish influence on Balkan languages in general, and on Albanian in particular has 
been the period of Ottoman Empire reign, which lasted almost five centuries. 
By means of Turkish language, it began to be noticed many elements of oriental language and culture, especially 
Arabic and Persian elements not only into the Albanian language but also in the Albanian culture at large. One of 
the powerful tools of spreading oriental language and culture has been the dissemination of a new religion in 
Albania and Balkan, Islam, which superseded Christian faith to Islam. 
2. Turkish loanwords, their chronology in Albanian language. 
From the fourteenth century until the second half of the nineteenth century into the Albanian language vocabulary 
have penetrated a considerable number of words from Turkish sources. Turkish loans have entered into the 
vocabulary of documented Albanian language in different periods. Yet, in most of the cases they have penetrated 
along with the items or new phenomena Turks brought in the Albanians daily life. 
Unlike other linguistic borrowings which are found in Albanian language, Turkish loanwords mainly belong to the 
period of the written Albanian, so they are more recent. At the same time, some of the Turkish loans have not 
penetrated into Albanian for any need but as a result of the impact of the Turkish language, which was the official 
language in Albanian administration, military and schools during the Ottoman occupation. 
When we talk about relations between Albania and Turkey naturally we see and connections that exist between the 
Albanian language and Turkish language, as two identities, who have spoken and have collaborated with their 
national language of values.It is no accident that historical contexts, social and beyond, have continuously 
strengthened relations between Albania and Turkey According to prof. Cabej, Turkish influence has affected civil 
life. Corps of Turkish loanwords in Albanian, is a corpus that speaks for an early and continuous collaboration. 
The spheres in which they have entered, more Turkish loanwords are in these areas: administration, courts, army, 
Islam, food, tools and cooking meals and continue with "a map" loans, which speaks about the impact of Turkish 
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language and continued cooperation between our two languages. Also, it seems of interest to mention the 
classification by level of use of these loanwords, which brings L.Latifi. 
According to her, it would be better split into four groups; In the first group are the Turkish words that have no 
equivalency in Albanian, in the second are words that have equivalent, but still used in Albanian, in the third are 
words which are semantically limited and have changed the meaning, in the fourth are the words that have come out 
and are recognized as archaic elements of language. 
Some of these words are: 
vakt turq -kohe-(time); sene-vit-(year), bahce-kopsht-(garden); boje –ngjyre-(colour); saraj-pallat-(palace);Etc 
In addition to these words, it has been identified another layer of early Turkish loanwords of Albanian. These 
loanwords are found in the northern Albanian authors starting from the book Buzuku (1555),: tepsi(pan), dollamë 
(jerkin), kallauz, cohe (cloth), haram (bad thing), turk (turkish man) etc. 
Such lexemes as: Pazar (market), shend (joy), raki (typical alcoholic drink), terezi (wellness), berber (hairdresser), 
konak (guest house), kuti (box), mavi (type of colour), hazër (sundimtar), oxhak(chimney), pashallare (pashas), 
sanxhak saraj, sheste (kompas) (compass) etc., are encountered in the vocabulary of Franc Bardhi (1635) and in 
Bogdani’s works. 
Turkish loans did not have the same spread and the same density of use, in the whole country. They are mostly 
spread in the Gheg dialect (Gheg subdialect), Shkodra, Lezha, Malesi e Madhe etc., and concretely, it is mostly 
spoken in the largest parts of the coast beginning from Mat and Ishem rivers to Shkumbin. Here it is included cities 
like Durres, Tirana and Kavaja and domestic areas such as Malesia e Tiranes, Martanesh, Çermenikë, Elbasan and 
Shkumbini valleys and it is less spoken in Tosk dialect areas such as in Berat and their surroundings. 
However, a part of Turkish words, have been incorporated a long time ago, and they still have remained nowadays 
in the standard Albanian language, not having their native synonymous; such as: byrek(pie), baklava (typical 
Turkish dessert), hall (problem), xhami (mosque), hoxhe (Islam preacher)etc. But, there is even a category of words 
that live together with native words and are in use today in some dialects of Albanian language. 
Such words are: 
Allçi (plaster), amanet (trust), astar (liner), baba (father), bajame (almonds), 
bamje barut basme beqar boje bori borxh cohë (cloth), çati (roof), çelik (steel), filiz (seed), fishek (bullet), fitil 
(wick), gjurulldi (mess), ibrik (kettle), 
(okra), (gunpowder), (calico), (single), (ink), 
(trumpet), (debt), 
kasap (butcher), 
kazan (bin), konak (guest house), oxhak (chimney), shuplake (buffet), tepsi (pan), themel (foundation), xhelat 
(hangman), xhep (pocket), zile (bell) etj. 
It has also been identified a category of words that live together with native words which are predominating on 
Turkish loans, developing the movement for cleaning and enriching the Albanian language. 
Avash-ngadale (slowly) Haber-lajm (news) Penxhere-dritare (window) Mehalle-lagje (neighborhood) 
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Along with Turkish words in the Albanian language had penetrated even some Turkish suffixes, which in many 
cases have been added to the words of non-Turkish sources. So we do have the influence of Turkish even in word 
formation. Frequently, even nowadays, in Central Albania, Turkish words have taken a stylistic nuance. 
4. Conclusions 
The Turkish influence on the Albanian language vocabulary has been truly remarkable. Turkish during the five-
secular Ottoman domination in Albania has exerted a strong influence on the Albanian language. The Turkish 
influence has affected only the vocabulary, without exerting any influence on the phonetic system and grammatical 
structure of the Albanian language, although we noted the influence of Turkish into the Albanian word formation. 
Efforts to clean the Albanian language from Turkish loans and other linguistic borrowings have started from the 
Renaissance period and continue even today. Concentration of attention for cleaning Albanian language from 
“Turkishness” is visible especially in the Gheg dialect, which has the most of these Turkish word and not only. 
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